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Abstract

Dengue and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndromes Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) co-circulation is a reality resulting to be more 
dangerous in regions that are endemic for arboviruses. Circulation of both viruses continue spreading, mainly in tropical 
settings causing a high impact on the health systems of the countries. Therefore, forecasting the circulation of SARS-CoV-2 
virus and dengue from the climatic variability a temporal and spatial scale allows to perfect the warning system and provides 
a tool for decision makers in the health system to take the necessary control measures. 
Methods: Ecological study with retrospective-prospective analysis of the series of the SARS- CoV-2 viruses, dengue, as well as, 
Aedes focus with their index and the climatic anomalies described by the complex climatic Index of Bulto (BI1,  r,  t). Interpolation 
method for the spatial structure with continuous information of 1200 nodes (Raster format) was generated. Kriging method 
combined with the method of the inverse distance (IDM) was implemented with a resolution of 10 km2. The Multivariate 
Moran Index was used to determine the spatial correlation. For the prediction, the Simultaneous Autoregressive Models and 
the Spatial Autoregressive Conditional Models were used. Temporal modeling was carried out by using the Heteroscedastic 
Conditional Autoregressive and Autoregressive Models, both with exogenous variables. To obtain the co-circulation risk 
forecast maps, a stratification of the circulation of both viruses is carried out and map algebra is applied.
Results: The moments of greatest risk Dengue and SARS-CoV-2 co-circulation are the months corresponding to the second 
quarter of the rainy period August-October with very humid conditions, very high temperatures, high volume of precipitation, 
high cloudiness, being potential predictors. All these results led to the creation of the dengue alert system and co-circulation 
with SARS-CoV-2 based on the observation and forecast of climatic factors. The areas with major viral co-circulation were the 
Central-Eastern region. 
Conclusions: It is evident that the climate is an important determinant for the health sector, and in particular to understand 
the Dengue and SARS-CoV-2 behavior and co-circulation, which strengthens the active health surveillance system.
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Introduction

Increasing anomalies in climate variability, whether local 
or global, natural or anthropogenic, affect the functioning of 
host/vector systems and may have repercussions on their 
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extinction or survival, on their spread and on the emergence 
of diseases. Scientific evidence already shows that this 
change influences the increase and distribution of infectious 
diseases of medical importance [1,2].

In order carry out the studies of climate variability and 
change on human health, Cuba has created a working network 
made up of researchers from the Institute of Meteorology 
(INSMET) belonging to the Ministry of Science, Technology 
and Environment (CITMA) and the Pedro Kouri Institute of 
Tropical Medicine (IPK) belonging to the Ministry of Public 
Health (MINSAP). This climate-health group develops 
research aimed at deepening the response mechanisms of 
viruses to a changing climate, including Dengue and SARS-
CoV-2. The group works from a methodological procedure 
with a complex approach for studies of variability and 
climate change. This modelling methodology has been used 
in other countries with a tropical climate (Panama, Costa 
Rica, Salvador Guatemala Nicaragua, Honduras, Dominican 
Republic, among others), as well as for infectious diseases 
[1,3-8].

Climate Effect on Dengue and Aedes Aegypti

Climate is an important determinant of the temporal-
spatial distribution of Dengue. It is currently the main viral 
disease transmitted by Aedes Aegypti vector in terms of 
morbidity and mortality. Geographic spread and magnitude of 
the disease in recent decades has paralleled rapid population 
growth, unplanned urbanization, and the unprecedented 
increase in population mobility [9].

It is known that high temperatures increase the 
development speed of the larvae and consequently of the 
adult mosquito and can lead to an increase in the rate of 
bite and replication of the virus in the mosquito. Variability 
in rainfall influences the availability of vector breeding sites 
and consequently its abundance. Humidity influences vector 
half-life and potentially transmission. Some studies suggest 
that humidity is an important climatic predictor in the global 
occurrence of Dengue. However, being climatic conditions 
favorable for Ae aegypti, is not enough criterion in the 
transmission and dissemination of [10].

The mathematical models used in Dengue studies try to 
quantify the contribution of the virus, the host, the vector 
and the ecological factors in the transmission dynamics. This 
is generally not linear, showing strong seasonality, multi-year 
oscillations and non- stationary temporal variations, that in 
turn can vary in time and space. These models have tried, 
on the one hand, to explain the biological and ecological 
mechanisms that influence transmission dynamics and, on 
the other, to make predictions of the future magnitude, time 
and place of transmission [2,10-12].

SARS-CoV-2 and its Relationship with the 
Climate

The growing expansion of microorganisms such as 
viruses is not only due to anthropic pressures, because 
of human movements towards virgin natural spaces, for 
the purpose of urbanization and obtaining food or natural 
resources that cause deforestation. It is also produced by 
the pressure that climatic variations and changes cause on 
ecosystems, which modify natural habitats.

Climatic variability is an important determinant in the 
temporal-spatial distribution of respiratory viruses, which 
leads to them being more resistant, by reinforcing their power 
of mutability and adaptation to new conditions that results 
in the increase of viral diseases. It is estimated that 90% of 
respiratory infections are related to viruses. Influenza virus, 
Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV), and the new SARS-CoV-2 
coronavirus cause the highest morbidity and mortality rates, 
mainly in young children, immunosuppressed patients, and 
the elderly [7].

The emergence of the new SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, 
its rapid and wide spread and different variants, is causing 
the largest pandemic in history both in expansion and 
duration in time, claiming thousands of lives due to the 
high fatality rate and causing a significant burden on Acute 
Respiratory Infections (ARI). Until august 31, more than 190 
countries in the world with COVID-19 cases are reported, 
with 218,511,670 confirmed cases and 4,532,508 deaths 
for a fatality of 2.07%. In the Americas region, 85,038,849 
confirmed cases are reported, 38.92% of the total cases 
reported in the world, 2,125,437 deaths for a fatality of 
2.5%. Cuba accumulates 7,985,117 samples carried out and 
6,59,464 positives, with 5377 deaths, for a fatality of 0.82%, 
a figure that is very low compared to the world and with the 
Americas, despite being a developing country with serious 
economic problems [13].

Direct contact with intermediate domestic animals, 
or consumption of wild animals, was the initial route of 
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 to humans; however, the exact 
mechanism is unknown. Human-to-human infection is 
transmitted through large droplets generated during coughs 
and sneezes of symptomatic patients but can also occur in 
asymptomatic people in the incubation phase [14,15]. These 
infected droplets can spread from one to two meters and 
settle on surfaces. Virus can remain viable on surfaces for 
days in favorable atmospheric conditions but is destroyed in 
less than a minute with common disinfectants such as sodium 
hypochlorite, hydrogen peroxide, and others [16]. Virus is 
also present in feces and contaminating water supply and, 
according to one hypothesis, its subsequent transmission 
by aerosolization may occur. Patients can be infectious 
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for as long as symptoms last, and even in clinical recovery, 
some people can act as super-transmitters depending on 
the number of people with whom they come in contact [17]. 
Studies have shown higher viral loads in the nasal cavity 
compared to the throat. There is no difference in viral load 
between symptomatic and asymptomatic people [18].

Its origin, high mutations and dissimilar manifestations 
in the host continue to be studied, as well as its rapid spread 
and viability both in temperate countries and in the tropics. 
The greatest circulation of the virus in Cuba with a tropical 
climate occurs in the summer months characterized by 
high temperatures and relative humidity. Recent studies 
have shown that Seasonal environmental factors modulate 
host airway immune responses and affect viability and 
transmission ways of respiratory viruses. Human behavior 
affects the contact rates between infected and susceptible 
individuals [19,20]. Virus is highly contagious causing 
respiratory symptoms such as pneumonia and severe 
respiratory distress syndrome in humans, also affecting 
the immune system, decreasing the white blood cells that 
are responsible for producing and secreting antibodies or 
specific immunoglobulins that help the body fight infections 
and other diseases [21].

Patients over 60 years of age and with chronic diseases 
are the most vulnerable, although all ages are susceptible. The 
most common symptoms are: fever, general weakness and a 

dry cough; severe cases are more likely to be older adults 
with multiple comorbidities. To date, there is no specific 
antiviral treatment; based on the current state, blocking 
transmission, isolation, respiratory and eye protection, and 
hand hygiene are the most effective strategies to prevent the 
spread of SARS-CoV-2. More studies are needed to determine 
the mechanism of pathogenicity, test antiviral drugs, and 
develop a vaccine to prevent new outbreaks of this disease 
[22].

Dengue-SARS-CoV-2 Co-Circulation

SARS-CoV-2 and dengue infections continue spreading, 
mainly in tropical settings causing a high impact on the 
health systems of the countries, where Cuba is not exempt 
from this problem. Recent studies show that dengue and 
SARS-CoV-2 co-circulation is a reality resulting to be more 
dangerous in regions that are endemic for arboviruses [23-
25]. Be able to warn the climatic conditions that favor the 
circulation of both viruses and their prediction, is one of the 
objectives of this multidisciplinary research.

It has been taken as a starting point, the identification 
that is known today about the climatic factors that may be 
influencing the viability, transmission and contagion of both 
viruses, SARS-CoV-2 by air from person to person, while 
dengue viruses use the Aedes Aegypti vector as a route of 
infestation (Figure1).

Figure 1: Effects of the environment and climate on Co-Circulation SARS-CoV-2 and dengue transmission. (Adapted from 
Moriyama M, et al. [19]).

This study makes it possible to improve the warning 
system with the purpose of: obtaining models for the 
prediction and early warning of the circulation of SARS-
CoV-2 virus and dengue transmitted by Aedes, from the 
climatic variability both on a temporal and spatial scale. In 

this sense, the working hypothesis is that both viruses could 
be circulating at the same time, causing the appearance of 
outbreaks in the same areas. Therefore, forecasting the viral 
dynamics based on the conditions that favor it, as well as the 
periods of greater host susceptibility associated with climate 
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variations, provides a tool for decision makers in the health 
system to take the necessary control measures. It also helps 
medical personnel make an early diagnosis according to 
the signs and symptoms that cause both diseases and that 
could be confused, if they do not know that both viruses are 
circulating at the same time and space.

Materials and Methods

Design: ecological study with retrospective-prospective 
analysis of the series of the SARS-CoV-2 viruses, dengue, as 
well as Ae focus with their index and the climatic anomalies 
described by the climatic Bulto Index (BI) in period 2010-
2020. Complex climatic index (BI1, r, t) developed by Ortiz 
were used [1,6,8,26,27]. The expression is generated 
from the analysis of time series of the climatic variables, 
applying techniques of multivariate analysis of principal 
components to generate the weights or contributions of the 
variables to each index, obtaining the orthogonal functions. 
Interpretation of (BI1 ,r ,t) describes inter-monthly and inter-
seasonal variation; includes maximum and minimum mean 
temperature, precipitation, atmospheric pressure, vapor 
pressure, and relative humidity. (BI2, r, t) describes seasonal 
and inter-annual variation; includes solar radiation and 
sunshine duration as factors that affect temperature and 
humidity. Positive values are associated with a high solar 
energy level.

Statistical Methods

Interpolation method for the spatial structure: to this 
analysis, a mesh with continuous information of 1200 nodes 
(Raster format) was generated. It means, transforming the 
information of a finite number of samples in a continuous 
space that allowed knowing the variation pattern in the area 
and comparing with those observed in the studied sample, 
as well as to characterize areas where information was not 
available. For that, the Kriging method combined with the 
method of the Inverse Distance (IDM) was implemented 
with the objective of interpolating, to have information in 
the whole study domain, with a resolution of 10 km2 [1]. The 
Multivariate Moran Index was used to determine the spatial 
correlation given by the relationship of the entomological 
variables and the climatic conditions described by (BI1, r, t)[2].

For the prediction, the Simultaneous Autoregressive 
Models and the Spatial Autoregressive Conditional Models 
were used; The temporal modeling was carried out by 
using the Heteroscedastic Conditional Autoregressive and 
Autoregressive Models, both with exogenous variables. To 
obtain the co-circulation risk forecast maps, a stratification 
of the circulation of both viruses is carried out and map 
algebra is applied, with both information in raster format. 
Various adjustment tests were performed for predictive 

quality [2,7,27-29].

For create multiannual graphics, the software Sigma 
Plot 10.0 style Filled Contour Plot (plots data values in 2D 
space filing in the area between contour levels) was used. 
The box plot and line plot of multiple variables graphics were 
performed using Statistical and Excel 2007. For statistical 
analysis the software S-Plus 2000, GS-plus 10.0 and SIG 
ArcGIS 10.1 were used. For processing of the series trends 
WinStat.V1.0 software was used.

Results and Discussion

Below are some preliminary results of this research that 
has allowed the prediction of both viruses, as well as their 
co-circulation.

Dengue Prediction

The high non-linear association between the seasonality 
of the climatic variability described through bioclimatic 
index (BI1, r, t) the house and Breteau indexes and Dengue 
cases is shown. A delay or lag effect of one to two months 
is manifested, which allows describing the risks of Dengue 
circulation in the country, being potential predictors. The 
moments of greatest risk are the months corresponding to 
the second quarter of the rainy period August-October and 
the beginning of this (May) with very humid conditions 
(70-90%), very high temperaturas (29-35°C), high volume 
of precipitation (Annual precipitation is 1335mm), high 
cloudiness (>5/8 cloudy sky) and low insolation (<12 light 
hours). These factors favor the presence of the vector and 
modify both its reproductive and feeding capacity, increasing 
the infestation with the different Dengue viruses.

In the transition periods (April and October) where 
sudden changes in climate variability occur, they could 
affect the response of the metabolic system that can result 
in oxidative stress and free radicals, bringing with it an 
immunosuppression, which favors the infections [30]. On the 
other hand, precipitation after several months with little rain 
usually results in an increase in the number of focus, leading 
to an outbreak.

The provinces were grouped according to their spatial 
climatic variation (According to (BI1, r, t) takes values 
from negative anomalies (-0.75; -3) of less rainy period 
November-April and positive anomalies (0.75; 3) of rainy 
period May-October. April (0; -0.75) and May (0; 0.75) are 
transition months [1,2]) and the behavior of Dengue cases. 
The provinces of the Central-Eastern region are the ones 
with the highest presence of cases, except for Havana, which 
is grouped at the same level of risk associated with climatic 
variation.
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The utility provided by the prediction on a monthly 
scale, according to the Bulto indexes, is demonstrated well 
in advance. The forecast maps show the period of the year 
and the areas in the country where the climate impacts and 
favors the conditions for the increase of vector populations, 
the circulation of Dengue virus and an increase in cases 
(2.3-3.9%). Although there is also an impact in terms of 
the increase of the affected areas and the displacement 
of the vector, which serve as a tool for early warning. This 
tool provides the current surveillance system with more 
time for prevention actions and decision-making by health 
authorities, before outbreaks of this disease occur.

SARS-CoV-2 Prediction

Heteroscedastic autoregressive and spatial 
autoregressive models using complex climatic indexes to 
simulate seasonal variability as exogenous variables are 
suitable for predicting the impact of climatic variability 
on the circulation of SARS-CoV-2. The quality of fit of the 
temporal model was determined with significant statistics 
with a high concordance and Skill factor of 0.95% and for 
the spatial model it was more than 0.90%. A monthly early 
warning system of viral circulation in the country was 

obtained and it was determined which provinces have the 
highest viral circulation in different months of the year. The 
integrated and complex approach to climate allows a better 
understanding of the behavior mechanism of viruses and 
their association. When in the presence of high humidity 
(>70%) and high temperatures (>32°C), it is generally a 
response of the variable to a characterized climatic situation, 
which can be conditioned by the presence of a low-pressure 
system that leads to convection processes [28,31].

Climatic conditions affect blood circulation, heart 
rhythm and respiration in the human body, since heat 
exchange is closely linked to the metabolic process, which 
is regulated by the nervous system. It can also weaken the 
respiratory system, interfering with the exchange of oxygen 
and carbon dioxide, which can lead to greater condensation 
and acidification in the respiratory ways, a very favorable 
condition for the virus multiplication [1,32].

All these results led to the creation of the dengue 
alert system and co-circulation with SARS-CoV-2 based 
on the observation and forecast of climatic factors, which 
strengthens the active health surveillance system (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Early warm system of Dengue and co-circulation risk with SARS-CoV-2 from climate conditions in Cuba.
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Conclusions

It is evident that the climate is an important determinant 
for the health sector, and in particular to understand the 
behavior and circulation of viruses, then any significant 
variation that climate experiences will bring changes in the 
load of microorganisms, vectors, reservoirs and susceptible 
human beings, generating changes in epidemiological 
patterns and entomological indicators, bringing with it an 
increased risk of dengue viruses circulation and then the 
report of disease cases in the country.

The results presented show that the epidemiological 
and entomological indicators and the dengue virus are 
susceptible to receiving the greatest impacts. The changes 
that are expected in the entomological index and therefore 
in the vector populations increases the risk of dengue 
appearance.

Both temporal and spatial models were obtained for the 
prediction and early warning of the circulation of SARS-CoV-2 
and dengue viruses, conditioned by the impact of seasonal 
climate variability, that constitute a tool for early warning. 
This tool provides the current surveillance system with more 
time for prevention actions and decision-making by health 
authorities, before outbreaks occur.

Research Perspectives

The project intends to continue investigating the 
sensitivity of diseases and their causative agents to variability 
and climate change. It also aims to deepen the interactions 
with other ecological processes that help to understand 
the response mechanisms of infectious agents in relation 
to man. In addition to formulating forecast models based 
on integrated information (epidemiological, environmental, 
climatic and socioeconomic) from a complex approach, which 
allow the development of action plans in public health based 
on early warning systems that facilitate the identification of 
risk situations associated with climatic hazards.

Strengthen assessment and vulnerability activities to 
identify the contribution of climate variability and change 
to health, with an emphasis on infectious diseases. For this, 
the projections of the demographic structure of our country 
and the influence of other sectors in the different climate 
change scenarios are considered, as one of the objectives of 
the Cuban climate and health observatory.
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